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Abstract--Simple formulae are presented for designing filters based on repeatedly
applied moving average operations with unit coefficients. Design formulae are
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1 Introduction
ALTHOUGH THE low-pass frequency property of moving
average filters with unit coefficients (rectangular window) is
generally known, the attractiveness of a cascade (multiple
use) of these filters is underestimated, in particular
(i) the reasonable frequency characteristics due to the
repeated application of the moving average operation.
(ii) the easy implementation due to the simple design
formulae and filter algorithm.
(iii) the computational efficiency due to the small number
of multiplications involved, and moreover, the strongly
reduced total number of arithmetical operations due to
a recursive formulation of the algorithm.
At present, the serviceableness of these filters is limited as
formulae to design these filters from passband and stopband
specifications are not widely available. Therefore, our aim
is to discuss simple design formulae for synthesising filters
based on repeatedly applied unweighed moving average
operations in a way that satisfies passband and stopband
specifications.
2 Design problem

In the unweighed moving average operation, the kth
value of the output sequence y[n] is produced by taking
the average of M + 1 input values of the input sequence
x[n] in the vicinity of the kth input value. By repeating this
operation N times, the repeatedly applied unweighed
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moving average filter is constituted. The transfer function
H(z) is

H(z)

(M + 1)s L,,=-M/2 Z"

(1)

Consequently, the filter is completely defined with
parameters N and M, where N is the number of times the
average operation is repeated and M + 1 is the number of
input points used in each average operation. Note that M
is even.
The frequency response ]H(f)[ of the filter is found
by bringing the sum in a closed-form by using geometric
series, and by substitution of z = e -j2~fr, where T is the
sampling interval (RAmNER and GOLD, 1975; OeeENHEIM
and SCHAFER, 1989). Hence, the magnitude [H(f)] is
[H(f)l

1
sinrt(M + 1 ) f T N
(M + 1)N
s~n ~-TT

(2)

and the phase is zero. The interpretation is restricted to
the frequency range (0, f J2), where f , = T-1
Fig. 1 illustrates the dependence of IH(f)[ on N and
M. The log magnitude is plotted against the normalised
frequency f T at the interval 0-0.5. At low frequencies the
magnitude reaches unity, and the attenuation increases
strongly at higher frequencies. Clearly, the stopband
attenuation is efficiently increased by a larger N, and the
passband edge is shifted to lower frequencies by a larger M.
Although the dependence of IH(f)l on N and M is
illustrated in Fig. 1, we need a way of performing the inverse
to synthesise the filter, i.e. getting N and M from a specified
filter response.

3 Synthesis
The frequency properties of a filter are commonly
specified in terms of attenuation and frequency location of
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To solve f p T from eqn. 4, the first step is to estimate
the number of terms contributing substantially in both
Taylor expansions. For that, f p T is approximated by
substitution of the inequality

~ - 4 0 84

sin ~ (M + 1)fpT N
1
s~n 7~-pf
-< [sin rcfpT] N
-80

1E-3

in eqn. 3, which yields

0"1

0"01

(5)

1
(1 -

1

de) < (M + i) N Isin ~fpZ[ u

(6)

Solving forfpT provides a first-order approximation
rn

f,, r _< ~ arcsin

~-40-

-80
1E-3

001

b

I I [ !l{lllPmllllIHili
0"1

(7)

where the right-hand side holds, because an arcsin
function approximates its argument for small values and
the root is close to ufiity. Substitution of this approximation
in eqn. 4 shows that the terms of both alternating series
decrease rapidly. In fact, truncation of the series in the
denominator after the first term and in the numerator after
the second term results in errors of less than 1% for all
M > 1 (For alternating series, the truncation error is less
than the first term omitted). Consequently, eqn. 4 is reduced
to

1

0 - - m
~- - 4 0 -

-80

~ rcM+ 1

( M + 1)

tH(fpr)l = (1 -- @)

( M +1 1)N rc(M + 1)fpT--=fpT(~(M+3!l)-f-e-T)3
1E-3

fT

0"01

0"1

(8)
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Fig. 1

Typical examph, s of the log-magnitude frequency responses
of N times repeatedly applied M + I unweiqhed mocin 9
averagefilter; (a) M = 5, N = 1; (b) M = 50, N = l; (c)
M=50, N=2

Solving for f p T yields an accurate approximation

4g

J'~T~ ~(M + 1) x/1 - ~/1 - dp
As

the passband and stopband. In the case of low-pass filters
(Fig. 2), the passband is specified by the passband edge J~,
and the allowed passband ripple dp (deviation from unity),
whereas the stopband is specified by the stopband edge f~
and the required stopband attenuation d~ (deviation from
zero). The passband and stopband are separated by the
transition band. Hence, the design problem is the
determination of the filter parameters N and M, given these
passband and stopband specifications.

(9)

expected from Fig. 1, f p T is more sensitive to M than

N.
3.2 Stopband
The normalised stopband frequency f, T is defined as the
lowest frequency where the frequency response ]H(fT)]
/H(t-r)t

passband

stopband

1--

1-do-3.1 Passband

The normalised passband frequencyfp T is defined as the
frequency where the response [H(fT)I equals the specified
passband ripple t -- d~. Hence (eqn. 2)
t

Isin n(M + 1 ) f p r N
s~n ~fpT
= 1 -dp

IH(fpT)I - (M + l) N,

(3)

To write the passband frequencY f p T explicitly, Taylor
expansions of both sinus functions are used. Hence
1

IH(fpT)I - (M + 1)s

(r~(~/l 4- l)/~,r) 3

7z(M + l)]pT-

3!

(~(M + I V . T ) '

+

5!
fpr

(~[pT) 3 (rrfpT) 5
rrj'p T 3! + 5!

Fig. 2

(4)
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equals zero, and the amplitude of the first side lobe is
defined as equal to the required attenuation d, (Fig. 2).
Hence
1
AT- - (10)
(M + l)
because the numerator in eqn. 2 is zero at this frequency.
The maximum value of the first side lobe of ]H(fT)J is
found at
3
f,~r- - (11)
2(M + 1)
because the numerator in eqn. 2 is 1 at this frequency.
The amplitude of the first side lobe is found by substitution
of eqn. 11 into eqn. 2, which yields
1
1
= I
3rt
,,t = ds
[H(f,,,r)l
(M + 1)N t sin 2(M + 1)

(12)

The independence of [g(f,,T)[ from M is shown by taking
the limit M--, oo and using the Taylor expansion of the
sinus function in eqn. 12. Hence
lim IH(fMT)I
1
= lim
M-~ (M + I) N

(3~)3

3re
2(M + 1)

]N

3!(2(M + 1))3 --F ...

(13)
For finite values of M, the right-hand side of eqn. 13 is an
accurate approximation (error < 5 % for M > 6). Consequently

(14)

IH(f,.r)l = ds ~. ~

M A liRer
(M+1=9, N=3)

which is an accurate relation between N and d~ for
M > 6. Note that d~ depends solely on N.
3.3 Design formulae
The filter parameters N and M can be calculated from
the specified passband (fp, dp) and stopband (f,, d~) by
inverting eqns. 9 and 14. More specifically, N follows from
eqn. 14

(2)

log (d~)
N > - ~ -- 1.5 log (d~)

(15)

log

whereas M follows from eqn. 9
1 x/6( 1 _ ~/1 - dp)M <_ ~-f~T

1

(16)

Finally, eqn. I0 provides a check on the design by
calculating the realised stopband frequency. This value
should be smaller than the specified stopband frequency
edge f~T. In this case, the transition band is smaller than
required, and consequently the filter performance is better
than specified. If, however, the realised frequency exceeds
the specified frequency, then the desired frequency response
cannot be realised by this filter. In practice, the design
formulae behave well if the transition band is allowed to be
wider than about half a frequency decade, and the required
passband frequency fp is smaller than about 0.1 times the
sample frequency.
So far, only low-pass filters have been discussed.
High-pass filters, however, are easily obtained by subtracting a low-pass filter response from 1, i.e. Hhigh(f)=
1 -- H~o~(f). The design formulae for this filter are found by
substitution of the passband and stopband specifications of
the low-pass filter in eqns. 10 and 14, i.e. the filter
parameters N and M are found from N = - 1.5 log (1 - dp)
and M + 1 = (fpT)- 1, where dp and f ; are the passband
specifications of the high-pass filter. Bandpass and bandstop
filters can be designated by a combination of low- and
high-pass filters.

4 Examples
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Log magnitude qf filter response (N = 3. M = 8);
estimated repsonse ( m ) fi'om fihered sweep signal using
cross-spectral techniques and theoretical response (solid
line) ji'om eqn. 2

The accuracy of the design formulae is demonstrated in
an example. A filter is specified by an attenuation of at least
40 dB above 0-2 Hz and a distortion of less than 3 dB below
0"029 Hz (sample rate 1 Hz). Hence, the filter specifications
are f p T = 0-029, 1 - dp = 0-7 (passband), f~T = 0-2 and
ds = 0-01 (stopband). Applying eqns. 15 and 16 yields the
parameters N = 3 and M = 8. As the realised stopband
frequency at 0-111 (eqn. 10) is less than the desired value of
0-2, the filter is found to be reatisable.
The filter response was estimated empirically from a
filtered signal (linear frequency sweep 0.005-0"5 Hz). The
transfer function [H(f)] was calculated by cross-spectrum
analysis (rectangular window, no interpolation or smoothing). Input and output signals consisted of 2048
samples each. For reasons of numerical accuracy, the filter
operation was performed on an 8 byte floating point
representation.
Fig. 3 shows the estimated and theoretical responses
obtained from eqn. 2. As required, the distortion is less than
3 dB below 0-029, and an attenuation of 40 dB is realised
above 0.2. This example clearly demonstrates that the filter
is accurately designed with the formulae 15, 16 and 10.
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A biomedical application of the moving average (MA)
filter is taken from the field of heart rate variability (HRV),
i.e. the study of fluctuations in heart rate to provide
non-invasive tools for the investigation of the autonomic
nervous system (LATSON, 1994). The basic HRV signal is
derived from the electrocardiogram (ECG) by the detection
of the QRS complexes and by the measurement of the time
between the successively QRS complexes (KOELEMAN, 1984;
ROMPELMAN, 1987). QRS complexes are commonly
detected, off-line, by searching the maximum in the ECG
for each heart beat. This approach, however, is hindered by
the fact that the ECG shows

R

p

T

filteredECG
1

(a) large low-frequency drift phenomena.
(b) large P- and T-waves.
(c) high-frequency noise.

Fig. 4

The moving average filter can remove these three
disturbances effectively.
Fig. 4 (unfiltered ECG) shows an ECG recording, which
was sampled at 1000 Hz to allow an QRS occurrence
estimation at an accuracy of 1 ms. Large drift phenomena
and T-waves are clearly visible, by which the detection of
the QRS complexes would fail. Fourier anlaysis of the ECG
(not shown) indicated, however, that the drift phenomenon,
as well as the P- and T-waves, could be reduced by a
high-pass filter (fp = 15 Hz, dp = 0-3), and a low-pass
filter (fp = 20 Hz, dr, = 0'3, d~ = 0-001) could reduce the
noise. Moving average filters were designed, i.e. high-pass
filter: N = 1, M = 66; low-pass filter: N = 5, M = 8. The
filtered ECG in Fig. 4 shows that noise and drift
phenomena, as well as the P- and T-waves, are effectively
reduced. The subsequent detection of the QRS complexes
should be trouble-free.

tim2e,s

3

4

Unfiltered and fihered electrocardiogram .recordings; dominant low-frequency drift phenomenon and T-waves, as well
as high frequency noise and P-waves, effectively reduced by
moving average filter ; low-pass: N = 5, M = 8; high-pass:
N=l,M=66

( M + 1) -N, eqn. 1) for scaling. In addition to the
computational efficiency of the filter algorithm, the
algorithms for designing the repeatedly applied unweighed
moving average filter (eqns. 15 and 16) are very simple to
implement and very fast to compute in comparison to the
Remez exchange algorithm, which is commonly used to
calculate the coefficients for FIR filters (RABINERand GOLD,
1975). Thus, if indeed high-speed requirements are to be
met, then the most simple, and therefore fastest, FIR
implementation is a filter with unity coefficients.
The combination of reasonable filter characteristics and
computational efficiency makes the repeatedly applied
unweighed moving average filter interesting for high-speed
and on-line applications of (adaptive) digital filtering.

5 Discussion

The N times repeatedly applied M + 1 unweighed
moving average filters have been discussed. Uncomplicated
and straightforward formulae were derived to calculate the
filter parameters N and M from specified frequency edges
and ripples of the passband and stopband.
The main advantage of the repeatedly applied unweighed moving average filter, as a special case of finite
impulse response (FIR) filters, is the computational
efficiency in combination with a reasonable frequency
characteristic. In general, FIR filters are realised by moving
average operations with non-unity coefficients. From a
computational point of view, these coefficients might be
discerned in real (RABINER and GOLD, 1975), integer
(W~LCOCK and KIRSNEa, 1968; LYNN, 1977; THAKOR and
MOREAU, 1987), powers-of-two (YONG CHING L[M and
PARKER, 1983; QUANGFU ZHAO and TAKADORO, 1988) and
unity coefficients. A (M + 1)-point filter requires, for each
sample, M accumulations, in addition to M + 1 floating
point multiplications for real coefficients; M + 1 fixed point
multiplications for integer coefficients; and M + 1 shift
operations for power-of-two coefficients; but only one real
multiplication, for scaling, is required for unity coefficients.
Thus, the use of unity coefficients increases computational
efficiency.
Computational efficiency might be further increased by
a recursive formulation of the filter algorithm with unity
coefficients. In this case, only two accumulations per sample
are required for each repetition of the unweighed moving
average operation. Hence, the N times repeatedly applied
M + 1 moving average filter requires only 2N accumulations and one real multiplication per sample (i.e.
Medical & Biological Engineering & Computing
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